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Prosecutors believe he shot them in a jealous rage because Hudson's sister was dating someone else. Do you
think this couple can go on to have a healthy relationship? Hopefully Brown really is a changed person, who,
over time, will continue to use his fame to bring public awareness to the dangers of domestic violence. The
two had been teasing the arrival of this collaboration for at least a whole human gestation period. Outside of
his lead artist discography, Chris Brown has appeared on a humungous 90 songs as either a guest or featured
artist. He doesn't want to be linked to criminal behavior. Its lead single, " Yeah 3x " has reached the top 10
into several countries. Kelly ; Royalty , named for his daughter; and the double album Heartbreak on a Full
Moon  On August 25, Brown was sentenced to five years of probation , one year of domestic violence
counseling, and six months of community service ; the judge retained a five-year restraining order on Brown,
which requires him to remain 50 yards  I can remember women in my neighborhood, and even in my own
family, trying to cover up bruises they believed they deserved for saying the wrong thing at the wrong time. In
November , Brown starred as a video host for St. In October Brown was charged with assaulting a man outside
a hotel, a violation of his probation that ultimately resulted in him serving more than days in jail in  Breezy has
pet Pitbulls. Photos: The troubled saga of Chris Brown Singer Chris Brown has managed to intrigue -- and
infuriate -- the public since he first burst onto the scene in  This fall, actor Tom Sizemore was arrested on
charges of domestic violence -- again. Talk about disconnects. He just wants to move on. She saw his debut
single " Run It! His subsequent albums included X , which features guest appearances by Lil Wayne and R.
The police chief in Richmond, Virginia -- where Brown was allowed to complete his sentence -- reported the
singer had worked 32 days of hard labor. The incidentâ€”to which he later pled guiltyâ€”followed a series of
altercations, several of which involved other musicians. A nice gesture that, unfortunately, is somewhat
undermined by the bravado spewing from his latest single, "I'll Transform Ya," which brags about him being a
great catch. In , Brown released his eighth studio album, Heartbreak on a Full Moon. Get more opinion in your
inbox Get the latest from your favourite Star columnists with our Opinion newsletter. Already, the video is
being framed as a kind of lighthearted reconciliation gesture between the two men, who both dated the Bajan
singer and reportedly fought each other in  Picture: PA 3. Towards the end of , Brown was named Artist of the
Year by Billboard magazine.


